AMMETER TRANSFER SWITCHES

3-PHASE, 2 CURRENT TRANSFORMERS - 3107C

Handle: Round Knurled
Jumpers supplied as shown
Engraving Code: 031C-3A10A

3-PHASE, 2 CURRENT TRANSFORMERS - 3108C

Handle: Round Knurled
Jumpers supplied as shown
Engraving Code: 031C-4A13

3-PHASE, 3 CURRENT TRANSFORMERS - 3109C

Handle: Round Knurled
Jumpers supplied as shown
Engraving Code: 031C-3A10A
3-PHASE, 3 CURRENT TRANSFORMERS - 3110C

Handle: Round Knurled
Jumpers supplied as shown
Engraving Code: 031C-4A13

3-PHASE, 3 CURRENT TRANSFORMERS - 3111C or 3112C
THREE INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS
Handle: Round Knurled
Jumpers supplied as shown
Engraving Code: 031C-3A10 (for 3111C); 031C-5A16 (for 3112C)